A Study on Management countermeasures for Vocational School Underachievers
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Abstract—Vocational school underachiever problem becomes more and more serious. Part of the reasons including: Expansion of vocational school recruitment leads to the decrease of student quality, and social environment students facing has dramatically changed. The Underachiever's formation is result of interaction between internal and external factors, so underachiever problem must be solved from two aspects, students' own factors and social environment. In this paper the author discusses the mechanism of choice of student behavior, uses basic method of game theory to establish student behavior choice model, then puts forward corresponding management measures from two aspects.
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In today's world, economic competition is actually the competition of science and technology and national quality competition. Since the 1980s, education institution changed the model that only pays attention to high level students, began to pay close attention to development of every student, especially to school underachievers. Two kinds of reason can explain the formation of vocational school underachiever, one is objective reason and the other is subjective reason. Objective reasons conclude low enrollment of vocational schools that makes some low quality students enter into school, and negative influences of external environment. Subjective reasons include limitation of students' bounded rationality and decision-making ability that make students' behaviors do not conform to social norms. In this paper the author tries to use game theory analysis method, discuss the mechanism of underachiever behavior choosing, and then put forward feasible management countermeasures.

I. PHENOMENON OF VOCATIONAL SCHOOL UNDERACHIEVER AND REASONS

Psychologist think underachiever problem as physiological and psychological phenomenon. They think the reasons of underachiever formation include not only intelligent hysteresis, but also internal factors such as physical factors, psychological factors, and external factors that cause mental and physical changes. WuChuan Xiong, professor of East China Normal University, took education of underachiever as a subject to study, established the pattern of "understanding education", and got remarkable achievements in experiment. "Understanding education" provides us with a new education pattern focusing on underachievers, focusing on development of students' non-intellectual factors, paying attention to the progress of all students, paying attention to quality education.[1]

The threshold of the vocational school recruitment has been lowered, so that student number of vocational schools has increased, and student quality has dropped. After these students study in vocational schools, their grades fall behind, self-discipline and self-control ability are poor, and they don't want to accept the instruction and constraint of school management. Students' own reasons and bad impacts of external factors result in vocational schools underachiever. This is surface reason.

Underachiever's subjective factors include:

- Because vocational school students' age range is from 14 to 18 years old, their physical and mental development is in transformation period, easy to produce behavioral deviation.
- They are lack of in-depth consideration for series of problems, such as future career path.
- Lack of active enterprising spirit, regarding learning as a burden.
- Lack of self-discipline ability, when facing setbacks and difficulties, often due failure to external factors.

Objective factors include:

- Parents of students are busy working and only emphasis on material life, lack of guidance to children's education and children's moral standards.
- Some education workers make wrong evaluation in the teaching process because of the cognitive deviation, and then only keep watchful eyes on high level students, take underachiever as baggage. These actions hurt underachievers' self-esteem, and produce rebellious psychology.

To sum up, the formation of underachiever is result of interaction between internal and external factors. There are
objective factors and subjective factors. Students are rational behavior individuals. In given external environment, based on their own characteristics and understanding of external environment. They will pursue maximization of their own interests, and make behavior choices that they think the optimal performance. To solve underachiever's management problems, attention should be paid to two sides which are external environment and students' own factors, in view of student's behavior orientation.

II. GAME THEORY ANALYSIS ON VOCATIONAL SCHOOL UNDERACHIEVER BEHAVIOR

Economics principle tells us that economic individual is always to pursue self-interest maximization and to choose specific behavior in a certain constraint conditions. Behavior refers to activity that somebody makes with resources on outstanding students. Society, parents and teachers should pay more time and opportunity costs (such as, parents can use the time and energy teachers spending to help low level students, etc. Society will get profit of A from excellent students and anticipated contribution to society from qualified students.

A. Basic hypothesis

Basic assumptions are as follows:
- Students are rational, in order to maximize their own interests.
- Game rule is established, open, transparent, and behavior choice of students is a complete information static game.
- Students working hard don’t necessarily make a good performance, because existence of competition between classmates, probability of success is P.
- Students who are considered as underachiever have reputation losses and economic losses, including not obtaining scholarship, and not be recognized by society after graduation.

B. Construction of Payoff matrix

Payoff matrix reflects benefit and cost of game both parties got when taking different strategy in game process and it is base of behavior choice. Parameter hypothesis is as following from two aspects of benefit and cost.

The cost of students studying hard is L, including focusing attention in class, preparing for exam, taking part in collective activities, paying extra labor in order to improve their own quality, etc. The earnings of efforts to become excellent students is U, including winning a scholarship and better job opportunities; the earnings of not studying hard to become underachiever but obtaining more freedom are F, at the same time, there are reputation losses R, as well as the harmful effect H to future career opportunity after graduation.

The cost of strict social system needed is C, including: establishing objective precise talent evaluation program (if underachiever can find a good job, the social system will not motivate students to be a top student with more additional works) the guide of social thought, more time and energy parents spending on students, more time and energy teachers spending to help low level students, etc. Society will get profit of A from excellent students and anticipated contribution to society from qualified students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social force</th>
<th>Underachiever</th>
<th>Not work hard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Work hard</td>
<td>A-C</td>
<td>-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not work hard</td>
<td>-R-H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Determination on Nash equilibrium of mixed strategy

Both Social constraint force and underachiever inevitably seek the Nash equilibrium of mixed strategy under the principle of benefit maximization.

1) Determination on optimal probability of students’ working hard behavior choice: Given the probability of students working hard choice is β, expected profit functions of social constraint forces to choose strict system or tolerance system are as following respectively:

\[ Er(\beta, 1) = (A-C) \beta + (-C)(1-\beta) = A\beta - C \beta - C + F(1-\beta) = A\beta - C \]

From \( Er(0, \beta) = 0 \), we can conclude the optimal probability of students’ working hard behavior choice:

\[ \beta^* = C \] (1)

2) Determination on optimal probability of social constraint forces’ strict system: Given the optimal probability of social constraint forces’ strict system choice is \( \alpha \), the expected profit functions of students’ working hard choice and not working hard choice are as following:

\[ Es(\alpha, 1) = (PU-L) \alpha + (-R-H)(1-\alpha) = PU \alpha - L \]

\[ Es(0, \alpha) = (-R-H)(- \alpha) + F(1-\alpha) = (-R-H)F \alpha + F \]
From Eq. (a, 1) \( \text{Es}(0, \alpha) \), we can conclude that the optimal probability of social constraint forces’ strict system choice:

\[ \alpha^* = \frac{F}{\mu + F + R + H - L} \]  

(2)

3) Nash equilibrium of mixed strategy: \((\alpha^*, \beta^*)\) is the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium of social constraint forces and student behavior choice, corresponding to the optimal behavior choices of both parties. At this point not only one party’s changing strategy does not increase its own earns. Usually, under the condition of one party’s invariable action, the other side is rational and is not initiative to break the balance.

D. Effective way to improve underachiever education

The effective ways to improve underachiever education are as following: enlarge the space of students' working hard choice, and reduce the space of social constraint forces’ strict system choice.

1) Space of students' working hard choice and influencing factors

To make benefits greater than expected profit, students will take corresponding action based on severe degree of social constraint forces. When the probability of social constraint forces’ strict system is less than \( \alpha^* \), not working hard is the best choice for students. When the probability of social constraint forces’ strict system is more than \( \alpha^* \), working hard is the best choice for students. \( V^{S} = \mu(a - \alpha) \) in the space of students' working hard choice.

From the partial derivative of (2), \( \alpha^* \) is increasing function of \( F \) and \( L \), \( \alpha^* \) is decreasing function of \( P, U, R \) and \( H \). To expand the space of students' working hard choice, it is necessary to reduce \( \alpha^* \), namely lower \( F \) and \( L \), increase \( P, U, R \), and \( H \).

2) Space of social constraint forces’ strict system choice and influencing factors

Also, in order to make actual income greater than equilibrium expected profit, social constraint forces will choose corresponding action according to effort degree of students. When the probability of students' working hard is less than \( \beta^* \), the best choice of social constraint forces is strict system. When the probability of students' working hard is more than \( \beta^* \), the best choice of social constraint forces is tolerant system. \( V^{T} = \mu(b - \beta) \) in the space of social constraint forces' strict system choice.

From the partial derivative of (1), \( \beta^* \) is increasing function of \( C \), \( \alpha^* \) is decreasing function of \( A \). To narrow the space of social constraint forces' strict system choice, it is necessary to reduce \( \beta^* \), namely lower \( C \), increase \( A \).

III. MANAGEMENT MEASURES TO SOLVE PROBLEMS OF UNDERACHEIVER

Based on the above analysis on influencing factors of the space of social constraint forces' strict system choice and the space of students' working hard choice, we can put forward some countermeasures to improve underachiever education level, from two aspects: school education management mode and school factors.

A. Change education management mode

Change education management mode from the following aspects: reducing the freedom \( F \) students got from not working hard, reducing the labor \( L \) students paid to improve their quality, increasing students' successful probability \( P \) after efforts, increasing the material rewards \( U \) students gained from excellent performance.

- Construct students' comprehensive evaluation system. The traditional performance evaluation system emphasizes on students' grade, which gives underachievers too big pressure, increases cost of their studying hard, and reduces realization possibility to get rid of the underachiever position. Evaluation system should change single evaluation method, set up parallel-ways evaluation mechanism, which can develop underachievers’ specialty, help underachievers build confidence, and provide them with more development room.

- Change appraisal mode for teacher. Under previous appraisal mode, achievements of students are key points to teachers’ performance, so teachers put time and energy on outstanding students, and pay less attention to underachievers. The new appraisal mode should make teachers see every student as equal individual, no matter he or she is high level student or underachiever, to create a relaxed growth environment for so called underachievers.

- Enrich students' spare life. In underachievers’ eyes, leisure life include: playing games in net cafe, wandering out school, listening music or reading novels in class and so on. It is reasonable to infer that, these behaviors we think bad are student's rational demands in some degree. If school can organize rich and colorful after-class activities, the motivation of students’ bad behavior will be reduced.

B. Strengthen social force guide to student behavior

To improve constraints and incentives that social power press on students, the following actions are necessary: lower the cost of \( C \) that social set up strict restriction system, increase employment possibility \( H \) for excellent students after graduation, and increase expected contribute \( A \) that excellent students could bring to the society.

- Lead positive progress of mainstream social value. It is necessary to develop positive values and happy and healthy life style in the whole society, to stimulate students' desire to success, to enhance sense of social responsibility.

- Establish just and fair society employment system. If high level students can not get a good job opportunity, but some low level students can get one because of their good family background, efforts to study hard will be lowered down for everyone.

- Help students set up right career planning. Good job opportunities are in smaller proportion in the whole society, so not every body can become social elites. If most people, who can't become elite, can find right job
opportunity and can get good happy life after graduation, they will have more learning motivation during school[7].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The problem of underachiever education is one of great afflictions for society and schools. Underachiever's existence is an objective fact, so we must face up to this phenomenon. Underachiever’s formation is result of students’ behavior choice, and students’ behavior choices are rational based on institutional constraints to maximize their own interests. The underachiever's management should guide students to take the appropriate action based on students' rational demand, social system and education system. At the same time, because underachiever education problem is a systematic project, it is difficult to obtain expected result only relying on one aspect, long time close cooperation of various social forces is needed. More attention should be paid to this point.
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